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ABSTRACT
In the 2003, more camera phones were sold worldwide than
digital cameras. With this new platform, we can leverage
regularities in the spatio-temporal context and social community
of media capture and use to infer media content. We created and
deployed a “Mobile Media Metadata” (MMM) prototype on
Nokia 3650 camera phones with 55 users that uses “context-tocontent” inferencing, a shared metadata ontology, and user
interaction at the point of capture to effectively infer media
content annotations, specifically the semantic description of the
location of the subject of users’ photos.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]:
Multimedia Information Systems; H.3.1 [Information Storage and
Retrieval]: Content Analysis and Indexing; H.3.3 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval; H.1.2
[User/Machine Systems]: Human Factors; H.5.2 [Information
Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]: User Interfaces; H.5.3
[Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]: Group
and Organization Interfaces; I.4.m [Image Processing and
Computer Vision]: Miscellaneous.

the point of media capture to automatically gather contextual
metadata (time, location, and user) and to interact with the user to
confirm and augment additional system-inferred metadata.
As people go through the world capturing media, they effectively
make paths in space (where they are and the location of what they
photograph), time (when they are in locations and when they take
photos), and social space (by, with, and of whom photos are
taken). As conceptually illustrated in Figure 1, these paths and
intersections in space, time, and social space have statistical
regularities that we can use to make inferences about photo
content, effectively leveraging the overlaps, clusters, and patterns
in individual and group phototaking behavior. For example, in
certain locations, such as tourist destinations like UC Berkeley,
visitors are highly likely to photograph the Campanile Tower; or
when a parent is at home on the weekend they are more likely to
photograph their children than a co-worker from the office.
SPATIAL
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 2003, more camera phones were sold worldwide than digital
cameras. The advent of this new platform for multimedia computing enables us to explore new approaches to solving long
standing problems in media asset management [4]. Camera
phones combine: media capture (images, video, audio); programmable processing using standard operating systems, programming
languages, and APIs; wireless networking; rich user interaction
modalities; time, location, and user contextual metadata; and
personal information management functions. They enable us at

Figure 1. Conceptual Diagram of Paths and Intersections in
Spatio-Temporal-Social Space
In the Mobile Media Metadata (MMM) project [1, 2, 3, 5] we
built a system inspired by these insights and the possibilities of
the new camera phone platform to effectively answer the question
of “what did I just take a picture of?” by collecting and analyzing
both automatically gathered contextual metadata and user-verified
annotations from a shared ontology. In MMM we:
•
•
•
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•

Gather all automatically available information at the point of
capture (time, location info expressed as CellID, phone user)
Use metadata similarity algorithms to find similar media that
has been annotated before
Take advantage of this previously annotated media to make
inferences about the content of the newly captured media
Interact with the phone user at the point of capture to
confirm and augment system-inferred metadata

Even if just a few users initially enter or verify metadata, this
metadata can be propagated through spatio-temporal-social

inferencing to similar photos taken by other users thus leveraging
the network effects of shared context and metadata.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
MMM has been deployed since September 2003 and was used by
40 graduate students and 15 researchers at the University of
California at Berkeley’s School of information Management and
Systems in a required graduate course. The MMM system
connects Nokia Series 60 GSM/GPRS camera phones and a
remote web server in a client-server architecture (See Figure 2) to
enable context-to-content inferencing and annotation at the point
of image capture. Using our client software on the phone, the user
captures a photo and immediately selects the main subject of the
photo (Person, Location, Activity, Object) before uploading it to
the server. The server receives the uploaded photo and the
metadata gathered at the time of capture (time, date, CellID, and
username). Based on this metadata, a server-side metadata
similarity algorithm compares the uploaded photo’s metadata to a
database of previously captured photos and their respective
metadata to infer the likely metadata for the new photo. The
photos and metadata in the database are not limited to the user’s
own, but contain all users’ annotated media to leverage shared
metadata. Using information from previously captured photos that
have similar contextual metadata, the server makes inferences
about additional metadata which it presents to the user on the
phone’s XHTML browser in selection lists sorted by probability.
The user then verifies the server-generated guesses by selecting or
augmenting the system-supplied metadata.

subalgorithm and added together. The resulting list of locations is
then sorted by probability score. Currently guesses are based on
the output of six subalgorithms: Same User (locations that have
been photographed by the same user and in which the user has
been photographed); Delta(Time) (how recently this location has
been photographed by the user); Same Time of Day (how
frequently this location was photographed at the same time of day
across all users); Same Date (how frequently this location was
photographed on the same day of the month across all users);
Same Day of Week (how frequently this location was
photographed on the same day of the week across all users); and
Same Day Class (scores based on same type of day: “weekend” or
“weekday”). Our location guesser was able to guess the correct
location for a photo’s subject very effectively. Exempting the
times when a user first enters a new location into the system,
MMM guessed the correct location of the subject of the photo
(out of an average of 36.8 possible locations) 100% of the time
within the first four guesses, 96% of the time within the first three
guesses, 88% of the time within the first two guesses, and 69% of
the time as the first guess.

3. CONCLUSION
In the Mobile Media Metadata system we implemented and
evaluated a new approach to inferring media content from the
spatial, temporal, and social context of media capture. We
integrated media capture and analysis at the point of media
creation; leveraged spatial, temporal, and social contextual
metadata across individual users and groups to infer media
content; and supported user-system interaction at the point of
capture to enable “human-in-the-loop” algorithm design.
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Figure 2. Mobile Media Metadata System Architecture
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